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By Desjardin, Thomas, Editor.McPherson, James, Foreword by.

Osprey. 1 Cloth(s), 2012. hard. Book Condition: New. Joshua Lawrence Chamberlain (18281914)
earned national fame following the Battle of Gettysburg for his key role in fending off the
Confederates at Little Round Top on day two of the battle, inspiring a central character in two
feature films (Gettysburg and Gods & Generals) and a Pulitzer Prizewinning novel (The Killer
Angels), and featuring prominently in Ken Burns's The Civil War. Chamberlain went on to be a Medal
of Honor recipient, governor of Maine, and president of Bowdoin College, and his Civil War memoirs
are among the most quoted. Here Thomas Desjardin, the former archivist at Gettysburg National
Military Park and a historical advisor to both films, turns to the personal side of Chamberlain
through a collection of 300 letters spanning his life, from his formative years and his courtship with
Fanny Adams through his career as a Union commander and the aftermath of the war. "The
bayonet brought Joshua Chamberlain lasting fame, but his pen is why he should be remembered.
His beautifully crafted letters convey a deep and resilient love for Union that sustained him in the
ranks. While soldiers on both sides succumbed to the brutal indifference of military...
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Good electronic book and valuable one. Of course, it is actually perform, still an interesting and amazing literature. You may like how the author publish
this pdf.
-- Lisette Schim m el-- Lisette Schim m el

This publication is definitely not e ortless to get started on studying but extremely enjoyable to see. I was able to comprehended almost everything using
this created e pdf. I am pleased to let you know that here is the finest publication i have go through in my very own lifestyle and could be he very best pdf
for ever.
-- Pr of . Julia na  La ng osh DV M-- Pr of . Julia na  La ng osh DV M
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